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About the Singapore Bicentennial e-book series

Take a quick dive into the diff erent time periods in Singapore 
history, the stories and legacies of our diff erent communities. 
Discover lesser-known histories of people, places and events. 
Each nugget off ers a unique glimpse into the layered lives and 
histories of our people, going into topics as diverse as natural 
history, architecture and religious practices.

About the Singapore Bicentennial

Th e Singapore Bicentennial marks the 200th anniversary of the 
arrival of the British in Singapore, a turning point in our history. 
But our story starts way before that.

Travelling back in time to 700 years ago, the Singapore Bicentennial 
is an occasion for us to refl ect on our extensive and textured 
history: how we have evolved, from a place with a geographically 
strategic location, into Singaporeans with a unique DNA.

Th is commemoration features a huge cast of contributors, as 
well as the regional and global developments that have shaped 
our lives and identities.



Find Your Place in History: North East

Ponggol Zoo, extinctions 
and disappearances

Th e North East district is home to more than 860,000 people spread 
across the GRCs of Aljunied, Pasir Ris-Punggol, Tampines, and 
the SMCs of Hougang and Punggol East.1 In place names such as 
Eunos and Tampines survive individuals and even plants from 
earlier times. Th ere are also industry, dwellings and people who 
have mostly disappeared without trace: stories of toil and labour 
on coconut and rubber plantations, toddy-drinking, leisure and 
recreation amid rural surroundings, give a historical richness 
to this homely heartland.
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 Kampung Melayu and Jalan Eunos

Naming roads, streets or bridges aft er noteworthy people is more 
common as a practice than naming a district or area in their 
honour. Mohamed Eunos bin Abdullah (b. 1876–d. 12 December 
1933) has the distinction of both.

Image 1: This 1993 photograph shows the wooden houses and trees of Kampong 
Eunos, with a road cutting through. The kampong is named after a prominent 
Malay pioneer, Mohammed Eunos bin Abdullah. 
Photo: Lee Kip Lin Collection. Photo and caption courtesy of National Library Board.

In 1927, Eunos lobbied the Legislative Council for support and 
won a grant to purchase 240 hectares of land for Kampung 
Melayu, to provide an environment where Malays could, in 
Eunos’s words, “live among their own people in the manner to 
which they were accustomed.” Kampung Melayu was situated 
in the area known as Eunos today, and the road Jalan Eunos 
was a boundary line that demarcated the kampong, now gone.2
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“The father of Malay journalism”

Eunos was described by Malay studies scholar William R. Roff  as 
“the father of Malay journalism”.3 His legacy in this fi eld stands 
in stark contrast to the rudimentary education provided to the 
majority of Malays in the Federated Malay States and the Straits 
Settlements in the late 19th century. 

Th ese education policies are well documented in Roff ’s “Origins 
of Malay Nationalism”, which was fi rst written as a PhD thesis 
in 1965 and later expanded into a book of the same title. Roff  
observes, “Th e Malay vernacular schools were essentially village 
elementary schools, housed in simple and oft en makeshift  quarters, 
possessing little teaching equipment or skills, and providing at 
best only four years of rudimentary drilling in the three Rs… 
standards were inevitably low and fi tfully maintained, and 
this, coupled with the prevailing offi  cial attitude to vernacular 
education, based on the reconciliation of the peasant to his ‘lot 
in life’, meant that the Malay school system necessarily achieved 
only limited and somewhat spasmodic success.” 4

Advances in publishing made by the local Malay press and the 
proliferation of Indonesian literature enabled more educated 
Malays to grow increasingly aware of the social and political 
changes taking place around them. One of them was Eunos.

Born into a wealthy family, Eunos was fi rst schooled at the Malay 
school in Kampung Gelam and then at Raffl  es Institution. He 
took the path of a civil servant until 1907 when he became the 
fi rst editor of Utusan Melayu, oft en described as the Malay 
edition of Th e Singapore Free Press.5 

According to Roff , Utusan Melayu developed a distinct personality 
under Eunos, one of “studied impartiality and balanced criticism” 
of the government, and active in lobbying the Malay cause.6 
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Th e balanced and moderate outspokenness of Utusan Melayu 
enabled it to gain “offi  cial approval as a teaching medium in 
Malay vernacular schools and Eunos himself came to assume 
informally the role of confi dant and adviser to the government 
on Singapore Malay aff airs. Within the Malay community his 
infl uence was considerable, and recognition was given to this by 
his appointment fi rst as a Justice of the Peace, then in 1922 as 
a Municipal Commissioner, and ultimately in 1924 as the fi rst 
Malay member of the Straits Settlements Legislative Council.” 7

In 1914, Eunos was appointed editor of Lembaga Melayu, the 
only Malay language newspaper in Malaya printed in Jawi at the 
time. Aft er Utusan Melayu ceased operations in 1922, “Lembaga 
Melayu was the only Malay daily in circulation anywhere in 
Malaya. For nearly ten years, until publication stopped in 1931, it 
represented for many urban, middle-class Malays, and for British 
offi  cialdom, the voice of moderate, progressive Malay opinion.” 8

Eunos’s infl uence and good standing within the Malay community 
continued to grow through the years. In 1926, he co-founded 
Kesatuan Melayu Singapura (KMS), or Singapore Malay Union, 
an organisation borne out of the need to focus on the welfare 
of the poorer Malays, and to represent the interests of Malay-
Muslim community. 9 

Roff  describes KMS as the “fi rst quasi-political Malay movement” 
in Malaya10: “Th e rise to prominence in Singapore Malay society 
of an English-educated, bureaucratic and commercial, largely 
non-aristocratic elite, of the kind represented by the leadership of 
the KMS, was not paralleled in the peninsular states.” 11 Kampung 
Melayu was an example of a project led by the KMS.
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 Punggol

The animal man

From the intellectual epicentre of the pre-war years, we move 
further west to Punggol and a most unlikely menagerie. 

Image 2: This 1993 photograph shows a seafood restaurant and a pier at Punggol 
Point. Punggol is also spelt Ponggol, and means “throwing sticks to knock down 
fruit from trees” in Malay. It can also mean “a wholesale market for fruits” or “a 
high tree stump”. Photo: Lee Kip Lin Collection. Photo and caption courtesy of National Library Board.

1993 was a mere 26 years ago, but Punggol Point and its 
surrounding areas could not have looked more diff erent than 
they do now. Th e boatels, jetties and seaside restaurants have 
been replaced by high-rise fl ats, heritage trails and shopping 
malls. Still, there is a certain vibe about Punggol that lulls one 
into a sense of relaxation and recreation. Th is vibe seems to 
have weathered the immense physical transformations, perhaps 
because of the distance of Punggol from Singapore’s downtown.
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In the 1920s and 30s, Punggol was an idyllic rural retreat for 
wealthy Europeans, many of whom built their holiday homes 
there, far from the hustle and bustle of the city and lush with 
greenery and quaint lagoons.12

Punggol was not only for the well-heeled. When a wealthy trader 
named William Lawrence Soma Basapa (b. 1893–d. 1943) moved 
his collection of animals from his family’s bungalow on Upper 
Serangoon Road to a 10-hectare plot near the Punggol seafront 
in 1928, he brought in throngs of visitors. 

Basapa’s collection of 200 animals and some 2,000 birds came to 
be aff ectionately known as Ponggol Zoo—that’s Ponggol with two 
“o”s—and he, “Animal Man”.13 It was only in 1937 that Basapa 
was offi  cially granted a licence to operate the zoo by the then 
Singapore Rural Board. Its popularity had grown by then and 
from 1938, visitors were charged an entry fee.

By pre-war standards, the zoo was well equipped: there was a 
power generator, a workers’ quarters and a café of sorts where 
visitors could purchase refreshments such as tea, biscuits and 
lemonade. Later, Basapa even secured a licence to sell beer. One 
of the stars of the zoo was a tiger named Apay who featured in 
several movies fi lmed in Singapore.14 According to Basapa’s 
grandson, Lawrence Basapa, “[Apay] used to follow him around 
like a dog.”15
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Image 3: William Basapa and his tiger, Apay.
Collection of Indian Heritage Centre Resource Library. Courtesy of Mr Lawrence Basapa.

Sadly for Basapa and his fans, the lifespan of the zoo was cut short 
by the Japanese invasion of Singapore in 1942. As British forces 
prepared to face the onslaught of the Japanese, they commandeered 
Ponggol Zoo and gave Basapa 24 hours to move his animals 
and birds. An impossible task by any measure, Basapa was not 
able to do so, which left  the British with the task of shooting the 
animals and reptiles and releasing the birds. When the Japanese 
occupied the zoo, they removed the generator and steel cages and 
converted the site into a munitions store and a mess.16 

Th e skins of some of the animals who were shot were donated 
to the then-Raffl  es Library and Museum (now the National 
Museum of Singapore), several of which were moved to the Raffl  es 
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Museum of Biodiversity Research at the National University of 
Singapore in the 1970s. Th e skins are still in the NUS museum, 
which was renamed as the Lee Kong Chian Natural History 
Museum in 2014. 

Basapa passed away in 1943, shortly aft er the Japanese occupied 
Singapore, possibly from a broken heart over the loss of his zoo.17 
Of his grandfather, Lawrence says: “He loved animals, lived in a 
carefree way and was able to make a living out of what he loved.” 18

Image 4: Flamingoes and waterfowls at the Singapore Zoological Gardens and 
Bird Park at Ponggol, also known as the Ponggol Zoo.
Collection of Indian Heritage Centre Resource Library. Courtesy of Mr Lawrence Basapa. 
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Image 5: Orang utans out for a drive. Collection of Indian Heritage Centre Resource Library. 

Courtesy of Mr Lawrence Basapa.

Death on Punggol Beach

Not all sunsets off  the coast of Punggol cast a warm glow at the 
close of the day. Th is is because the area also played host to a 
terrible time in the island’s history. Th ere is a dark history to 
Punggol, the rural idyll far from the madding crowd. During 
Japan’s occupation of Singapore in the 1940s, Punggol suff ered the 
ignominy of being one of the sites of the Sook Ching massacres.

A term in Chinese meaning “purging through cleansing”, 
“Operation Sook Ching”—also known  as “Sook Ching”  or 
“Th e Sook Ching Massacre”—was an ethnic cleansing exercise 
conducted by the Japanese military to eliminate suspected 
anti-Japanese elements within Singapore’s Chinese community. 
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Th ere were fi ve main categories of persons targeted for screening: 
members of the volunteer force, Communists, looters, those in 
possession of arms and those whose names appeared in lists of 
anti-Japanese suspects maintained by Japanese intelligence.19 

Th e directive for the operation was given on 18 February 1942 
by the 25th Army, which was under the command of Lieutenant-
General Yamashita Tomoyuki.20

And so it began. 

Th e screenings were conducted mainly by the 2nd Field Unit of 
the Kempeitai (Japanese military police) in urban areas between 
21 and 23 February 1942. Later, soldiers from the Imperial 
Guards Division or Keibitai were assigned to non-urban districts. 
Processes were arbitrary and there are accounts of how men 
wearing spectacles or with soft  hands were deemed educated and, 
therefore, guilty of having carried out anti-Japanese activities.

Th e late author Goh Sin Tub wrote a short story titled “Th e Sook 
Ching” that illustrates his experiences of Operation Sook Ching 
when he was 14. He describes the fear and pain that underscored 
the entire exercise:

“For hours we stayed in that hell-hole, squatting around in 
tight huddles, doing nothing, on the edge of hysteria from not 
knowing our fate. We were shoved into queues. Th en hurried 
forward, one by one. It was followed by more waiting outside a 
makeshift  tent. Soon, we were standing there before our judges 
and executioners: a screening panel of unfriendly soldiers and 
interpreters. Th is included some strange men who had their 
faces hidden behind hoods and spoke only in whispers but did 
a lot of pointing with their fi ngers.

Th ose of us cleared aft er questioning were given slips of paper 
chopped with a seal. When they ran out of paper, they would stamp 
those cleared on their shirts or arms. Th ese chops had to be 
preserved at all costs. Over the coming days they would be 
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lifesavers: precious proof of screening clearance whenever Japanese 
soldiers checked us on the streets or came to search our homes.”21

Image 6: “A piece of paper bearing the Chinese character 检 (meaning “checked”). 
In the days following the fall of Singapore on 15 February 1942, Chinese men 
were made to report to mass screening centres. Those who passed the screening 
by Japanese soldiers were given slips of paper that were stamped with this 
symbol and released. When the paper slips ran out, some were stamped on their 
arms and shirts. Thousands of others, however, who did not receive these 
stamps, were herded off  to various sites in Singapore where they were executed.”
Photo: Chu Chin Lam Collection. Photo courtesy of National Archives of Singapore. Caption: Biblioasia, 12(4).

Th ose who were not fortunate enough to have been issued with 
clearance papers or marked with stamps on their bodies were 
loaded like cattle onto lorries and driven to their executions at 
remote sites such as Punggol Beach.

Aft er the British regained control of Singapore, they conducted 
a war crimes trial from 10 March to 2 April 1947. In this trial, 
seven Japanese offi  cers were charged and found guilty of planning 
and executing the Sook Ching killings. Two were sentenced to 
death and fi ve were given life sentences.22 
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In the course of the trial, a statement made by one of the accused, 
Lieutenant-General Kawamura Saburo, garrison commander of 
Singapore Town and one of the two sentenced to death, indicated 
that approximately 6,000 people were executed. However, a witness 
in the trial, a Lieutenant-Colonel Hishakari Takafumi who was 
a Japanese newspaper correspondent, stated in his affi  davit that 
the directive was to exterminate 50,000 Chinese. According to 
a news report in Th e Straits Times, “Hishakari said that later 
he was told it had been found impossible to kill all the 50,000 
people as aft er half that number had been killed an order was 
received to ‘stop the massacre’.”23 

Th e unidentifi ed remains of countless war victims were exhumed 
from various Operation Sook Ching extermination sites around 
Singapore and fi nally laid to rest on Beach Road beneath the 
Civilian War Memorial, which was completed in 1967.24
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 Tampines

Disappearing wildlife and environmental degradation

Looking at the cityscape of Singapore today, it is hard to imagine 
a tropical outpost that was thick and fertile with primary jungle 
and wildlife. In the 1800s, gambier and pepper plantations 
sprawled over large parts of the island. Because they were the most 
lucrative cash crops then, swathes of primary jungle and forest 
were indiscriminately cleared to make way for these plantations; 
by the 1900s, Singapore had lost about 90 percent of its jungles.25

In old Tampines, trees and mangrove forests were harvested 
for timber. Th e timber was used for many things including 
construction and the manufacture of implements such as oars 
and furniture.26 

A species of tree that was felled almost to extinction was the 
tempinis tree, which Tampines is believed to be named aft er. 
Scientifi cally known as Streblus Elongatus, the tempinis tree 
was all but obliterated and it was only with the development of 
Tampines Town in the late 1970s that eff orts to resurrect the 
tree were made. Th ese eff orts included purchasing trees from 
Malaysia and Indonesia and nursing saplings grown locally by the 
Housing and Development Board’s (HDB) horticulture services 
section. Th e replanting eff orts paid off  so much that the tempinis 
tree can now be found along streets and in parks. Th e National 
Parks Board (NParks) has identifi ed two tempinis trees—one at 
Changi and one on St John’s Island—as Heritage Trees.27 Th ese 
eff orts contributed to Tampines Town being conferred the World 
Habitat Award in 1991.28
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Image 7: The Tempinis tree (Streblus elongatus), from which the name Tampines 
is derived, undated. Photo: Jennie Tang Yurue. Courtesy of National Parks Board.
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Coconuts, rubber and toddy

Th e swampy soils of Tampines were not ideal for gambier and 
pepper, and the crops did not thrive. What did succeed, however, 
were coconut and rubber. Coconuts, in particular, grew excellently 
in the east, including Tampines, Bedok and Siglap. Besides 
coconuts, there was a proliferation of rubber plantations. Global 
demand for Malayan rubber soared when the need for automobiles 
and bicycles sky-rocketed. 

You might know about coconuts being a multi-functional godsend; 
they can be eaten, made into soap and household implements. 
In early 20th century Singapore, they were also fermented into 
toddy. Not to be mistaken for the “hot toddy”—the fashionable 
rum or whisky-based cocktail or mulled wine you order when you 
need some warming up—toddy, tuak or air nira as it is known 
north of Singapore, is an alcoholic drink made from fermented 
coconut or palm sap. A beverage typically associated with low-
wage workers, it is high in alcoholic content and strong on smell. 
Toddy takes one back to simpler, albeit not always easier, times; 
winding down aft er a hard day’s work with a hint of manual 
labour in each sip. 

Th is humble drink could have been accessory to colonial control. 
As Nazry Bahrawi notes, “In colonial Malaya, the British had 
ensured that toddy, or alcohol made from coconut or palm oil, 
was readily available to plantation labourers from South India. 
As addiction set in among these workers, toddy thus became 
their ‘bait and bondage’, as the sociologist Syed Hussein Alatas 
puts it in the seminal work Th e Myth Of Th e Lazy Native.”29 Th e 
toddy industry was well-managed and there was reportedly a 
toddy depot in Tampines.30
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Image 8: A worker climbing a coconut tree to draw sap for the production of 
toddy, early 20th century. Courtesy of National Museum of Singapore, National Heritage Board. 

In the 1920s, toddy peddlers and shops were a rather common 
sight on Singapore streets and there might have been as many as 
thirty shops in operation, some legal and others not. Kannusamy 
s/o Pakirisamy remembers the government toddy shop on what 
used to be Ord Road in the area at River Valley Road. Th ere were 
maybe thirty tables in each shop, 60 by 70 square feet, and each 
table sat about fi ve people. He observed that the patrons were 
all Indian—Tamil, to be specifi c—and predominantly male. He 
reckoned that they were mostly unmarried. Th e servers were also 
Tamil men. However, “the clerks may be any race.” According 
to Kannusamy, the clerks lived in the upstairs units above the 
toddy shops. Kacang or nuts and curry were served as toddy 
snacks and a glass of toddy sold for about 15 cents.31
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Th e disappearance of toddy from our culture happened in the 
1970s. By then, there were only four legally run toddy shops as 
a result of heavy government regulation. Th e four toddy shops 
were located at St George’s Road, Ord Road, Kampong Java Road 
and Joo Chiat. Joseph Pereira, who had joined the Customs 
and Excise Department (now, the Singapore Customs) in April 
1975, was attached to its Docks Division. His duties included 
revenue administration and monitoring tax evasion activities, 
and brought him into toddy shops. 

Pereira observed in a post written for irememberSG, “Th ese four 
toddy shops were housed in a walled compound. Th e franchise 
was awarded to local vendors. I learnt that all four vendors in the 
four designated toddy shops were Indians. Th at did not surprise 
me because the majority of the toddy drinkers then were Indians.”

He noted that “the location of the four toddy shops was governed 
by locality considerations. All the four locations had nearby 
concentrations of quarters for daily rated workers in establishments 
back in the day like PUB, PWD and probably Harbour Board.”

Toddy was fi nally banned in Singapore around 1979. Th e cause 
of the ban could perhaps be attributed to a combination of 
shrinking coconut plantations—few people were willing to do 
the grunt work of tapping coconut trees—and strong anti-toddy 
lobbying. Pereira’s view was that “as the government grew more 
enlightened, they decided that the four government-managed toddy 
shops were not justifi ed due to the social problems generated by 
them.[…] Today, it is a dim memory to Singaporeans although 
there is toddy drinking going on elsewhere in Malaysia and 
other parts of the world.”32
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